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here is a children's story “The King's New Clothes” which is presented to children to teach them an
important lesson of honesty and a love of the truth rather than human respect. In this story, the
vain king desires a new set of clothes and a scam artist appears with some “magic” cloth and agrees to
make the king the finest clothes ever. The vain king is easily convinced that this magic cloth can only be
seen by good people and it is the finest cloth ever made. No one can see this cloth, but all pretend that
they can because they do not want to be labeled as bad. The scammer pretends to measure and sew this
cloth and the great day arrives and the king parades in front of the kingdom in his underwear but only a
small child has the integrity and honesty to speak the truth – the king is naked.
In this world of “political correctness" that we find ourselves in today, this seems to be a worthwhile
story to re-instruct ourselves with. We are faced with many instances of “respecting” all manner of
deviancy. We are not allowed to demand that honesty and integrity and all that is good should be
respected. Goodness and truth have no place in “political correctness,” only evil and deviancy are to be
respected and promoted in this inversion of right order.
The unnatural homosexual unions are off-limits from any condemnation or even ad-monition. The
murder of children still in the womb is tolerated and must not be condemned. Evil is constantly placed
on equal ground with the truth, to eventually eliminate the truth and hold only evil in high esteem or
respect.
Religion and faith are now considered backward or superstitious – something that only the ignorant
follow. The “wise” and the “intelligent” in this world have freed themselves from all restraint of morality
and doctrine. They have freed themselves from God – just as Lucifer and the fallen angels have done.
We must respond to this inversion of right order with honesty and integrity, not with political
correctness that is afraid to speak the truth, for fear of offending some delusional soul. We must
remember that it is charity to speak the truth, in spite of the world telling us that it is uncharitable to
speak the truth and offend those living a lie of self-delusion. The boy who wants to pretend he is a girl
needs to hear the truth; he needs spiritual and/or psychological help. While pretend may be okay in our
games or play, we must not allow ourselves to confuse this pretend with reality. We must leave the
pretend behind and embrace the truth and the reality. The sooner these delusional souls understand this,
the better off they will be. The charitable thing to do is to help them understand and return to reality.
God made two different sexes. We are either male or female. If God has given us male genitalia, then it
is God's Holy Will that we live and fulfill our lives as men. If God has given us female genitalia, then it
is His Holy Will that we live and fulfill our lives as women. To try and change our very biological
natures is inherently a rebellion against God. Medical science may be able to cosmetically destroy God's

design of a person, but this does not give them the right to do so. Cosmetically destroying one gender
and rebuilding the opposite gender in a person does not give them the opposite gender, but makes them
aberrations – they become cosmetically one gender while genetically they are the other. This is an insult
to God and His design and creation.
This is demonic. The devils have since the beginning of time sought to destroy the works of God. The
greatest work of God is mankind that is made in His Image and Likeness. When the demons convince us
to mutilate, degrade, disfigure, or even rebelliously fight against God's plan, they are not only destroying
us but they are waging war against God. We become pawns in their futile war against God. They will
lose and spend eternity in Hell with all those who cooperate with them or willingly give them-selves
over to their perverse rebellion.
God does not put men in women's bodies, nor does He put women in men's bodies. Such talk is
blasphemy. God does not intend for women to be sexually active with women or for men to be sexually
active with men. Men are created by God to be sexually involved only with women. Lesbianism and
homosexuality are perversions of the Will of God. It is God's Holy Will (for those who are called to an
active sexual life) that one man is united to only one woman in the bonds of holy matrimony. All
deviations from this are demonic per-version and rebellion against God.
The killing of God-given life (inside the womb or outside the womb) is demonic and flies directly in the
face of the Fifth Commandment of God: “Thou shall not kill.” If we are honest with ourselves our eyes
tell us very clearly that these babies are human and are real. It is an illusion and fantasy that suggest
otherwise.
This seems so simple and clear that even little children understand it, but why can't “adults” grasp this
simple concept? It seems to be pride and vanity that will not allow them to speak the simple and honest
truth. “Political correct-ness” is abhorrently incorrect. It is the “adults” and leaders of our society that
are living in the realm of fantasy and pretend. We must return to the simple honesty and integrity of
children if we desire to enter into the eternal Kingdom of Heaven. “Unless you become as little children
you cannot enter into the Kingdom of Heaven.” (Matt. 18:3)
Jesus has foretold this time when men would call darkness light and light darkness. It seems unbelievable
that men could become so blind, yet we see it every day in the world around us. The “political
correctness” of this world tells us that: babies are not babies; boys are not boys and girls are not girls;
that men can be united with men and women with women; that marriage is not for life or that marriage
should not be monogamous; and so on. We find ourselves immersed in the world of men living in
darkness believing or wishing that this were light. Anyone that dares to contradict this illusion and lie is
labeled as hateful when in all actuality the truth is the kindest and most loving thing that we can offer
them.
May we never fear to speak the obvious truth even if it is not “politically correct” – even if it means that
we must suffer for the truth. We must not become proud or boastful because we see the truth, but rather
become ever more humble because God has spared us from this illusion. We must not become mean or
hateful to those living in darkness, but rather ever more charitable to them in their weaknesses. This is
what Jesus has taught us and He gave us the example as He died for us upon the cross of Calvary.

